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Abstract

The recoil proton polarization of the reaction yp -+- ir°p were measured

at a C M . angle of 100° for incident photon energies between 451 and 1106 MeV,

and at an angle of 130° for energies from 400 MeV to 1142 MeV. One photon

decayed from a Tr°-raeaon and a recoil proton were detected in coincidence.

Two kinds of polarization scatterers were employed. In the range of proton

kinetic energy less than 420 MeV and higher than 346 MeV, carbon plates and

liquid hydrogen were used for determining the polarization. Results are

compared with recent phenomenological analyses. From the Comparison between

the present data and the asymmetry data given by the polarized target, the

contribution of the invariant amplitudes A, can be estimated to be small at

100°.
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1. Introduction

The recoil proton polarization of the process yp -*- ir°p were measured at

an angle of the center of mass frame (CM. system) of 100° for incident

photon energies between 451 MeV and 1106 MeV, and at an C M . angle of 130° for

energies between 400 MeV and 1142 MeV. In order to cover large kinetic

energy range of proton, two kinds of polarization ecatterers were employed.

In the range of proton kinetic energy less than 420 MeV and higher than 346

MeV, carbon plates and liquid hydrogen were used for determining the

polarization, respectively.

In recent years, the study of pion photoproduction in the resonance

region has been In considerable progress. A number of experimental data have

been accumulated. Many partial wave analyses and several theoretical

interpretations based on the fixed-t dispersion relation or the quark model

have been made. These analyses have been able to determine photon couplings

for dominant resonances, such as P 3 3, D 1 3 and Flg, but couplings of less

prominent resonances have some ambiguities. Recently, F. A. Berends and A.

Donnachie (1) made an energy independent analysis and pointed out that the

helicity-3/2 coupling of the D.-C1520) had ambiguity yet. J'or further

progress, accurate and systematic data are needed; especially various kinds

of polarization measurements are required. The aim of this experiment is to

obtain the accurate and systematic data of recoil proton polarization for the

reaction yp -*• Tt°p over a wide energy range. P. Feller et al. (2) compared

the recoil proton polarization P(6) around 90° and the target asymmetry

T(8) around 100° and pointed out the coincidence between the two data.

At that time, the T(e) data around 100° were precise but not the P(B) data.

We can compare the two data in the same angle and energy by the present
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experiment. Moreover we can compare the present data at 130° with T O ) data

reported by P. S. L. Booth et al. (4) above 700 MeV. The comparison allows

us to estimate the contribution of the invariant amplitude Aj given by Chew-

Goldberger-Low-Nambu (CGLN) (5).

The experiment has been performed at the 1.3 GeV electron synchrotron,

Institute for Nuclear Study, University of Tokyo (INS). The differential

cross section for the process Yp •• Yp has been measured simultaneously.

2. Experimental arrangement

General layouts of the experiment for a carbon polarimeter and for a

liquid hydrogen polarimeter are shown in figs. l(a) and l(b), respectively.

Decay photons from IT° were detected by a gamma-ray counter. Recoil protons

were measured for their angles and momentum by a magnetic spectrometer.

After the magnetic spectrometer, the carbon or the liquid hydrogen polarimeters

were installed. A master signal of the event was generated by a coincidence

signal between the gamma-ray counter and the magnetic spectrometer. Precise

report of the hydrogen polarimeter will be published in elsewhere (6).

2.1. Beam, beam monitor and target

The bremsstrahlung photon beam produced by the electron synchrotron at

INS was collimated by a lead collimator which was set down stream at 6 m from

the internal radiator. The beam was shaped into the rectangle with 20 mm in

width and 30 mm in height at the point of the primary hydrogen target. A

sweeping magnet behind the collimator rejected charged particles in the beam.

Also a magnet in a pair magnetic spectrometer system, which was used for

calibrating the gamma-ray counter, swept out the electron and positron in the
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beam. The beam path was evacuated to 'v 10 torr in order to reduce the

background due to the electromagnetic process.

A thick walled ionization chamber was used as a beam intensity monitor.

The chamber was calibrated with a Faraday cup using an extracted electron

beam. The average intensity and duty factor of the photon beam were about

1.0 * 10^ eq.q./sec and 8 % during the experiment, respectively.

The container of the liquid hydrogen target was made of Mylar sheets of

127 pm in thickness and Its shape was a cylinder with a diameter of 5.0 cm

and a length of 13.3 cm. The liquid hydrogen was supplied with a closed gas

system using a small refrigerator.

2.2. Gamma-ray counter

The gamma-ray counter consisted of two independent systems, yl and y2, as

shown in fig. 2. The yl system consisted of a lithium hydride (LiH) photon

hardener of 10 cm thickness, two veto counters (V), a lead plate converter of

1.036 radiation length, scintillation counter hodoscope arrays (HX, HY) and a

\y v v

lead glass Cerenkov counter (C). The Cerenkov material was a block of flint glas

SF-2 of 30 * 30 * 30 cm3. The lead plate and a scintillation counter hodoscope

arrays were used for detecting the position of the incident photon for the

measurement of proton Compton scattering, which was executed simultaneously.

The y2 system was used in order to enlarge the geometrical acceptance for

photons decayed from a Tr°-meson. The y2 system consisted of polyethelene

photon hardener of 10 cm thickness, four anti-counterB (A) and twenty-two

Cerenkov elements (C). The Cerenkov materials were blocks of flint glass

SF-5 of 6.5 x 6.5 x 26 cm3. Front sides of the lead glass of the yl and the

y2 systems were placed 13C cm and 45 cm from the primary target, respectively.

One of the photons decayed from IT°-meson was caught almost 100 % geometrically
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by the yl and the y2 systems in coincidence with the recoil proton. However,

few percent of photons was lost by the gap between the yl and the y2 systems,

and about ten percents were converted into a pair of electrons by the materials

between the target and the veto- or the anti- counters.

2.3. Proton spectrometer

As shown in fig. 1, the proton spectrometer consisted of eight multiwlre

proportional chambers (MWPC1 ^ 8), four wire spark chambers (WSC1 ^ 4 ) , a

bending magnet and scintillation counters (Tl ^ T4). The bending magnet was a

sector type magnet with a gap distance of 10 cm and the field strength was

20 kGauss at maximum. The MWPC's and the WSC's were used to determine an

entry and an exit trajectory of a particle to the magnet, respectively. The

sense wire plane in the MWPC's consisted of gold plated tungsten wires with

a diameter of 20 Mm which were 2 mm spaced each other. Five of the eight

MWPC's were used to determine the horizontal direction and the others were

used to obtain the vertical direction of the particle. The space resolution

of the MWPC's was 0.9 mm (a).

An effective area of the WSC's were 50 * 40 cm2. An electrode was

made of Cu-Be wire with a diameter of 100 um and a spacing of 1 mm. The

cathode and the anode wires were stretched perpendicularly. A magneto-

strictive delay line was used to read out the sparking point. Signals from

the cathode and the anode wires detected the two-dimensional position of the

sparking point. The position resolution of the WSC's was 0.6 mm (a) both

vertically and horizontally.

The momentum resolution was 0.5 % (a) for proton momentum of 1000 MeV/c

and 1.1 JU (a) for 600 MeV/c due to the multiple Coulomb scattering, respective-

ly. The angular resolution varies from 0.4° to 0.2° (o) between 600 MeV/c and
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1000 MeV/c. The responsible photon energy E was obtained with an accuracy

of 1.5 X (o).

The particle Identification was performed by measuring an energy loss

in the T4 counter (dE/dx) and a flight-time difference between the Tl and

the T4 counters (TOF). Electrons were mostly rejected by a coincidence

between the gamma-ray counter and the proton spectrometer.

2.4. Polariraeter using carbon as scatterer

The polarimeter system using carbon scatterer consisted of eleven WSC's

(WSC5 ^ 15), a range counter with six layers of scintillation counter

(Rl ^ 6) and 3 to 8 layers of carbon plates inserted between the WSC's

corresponding to the proton energy. The carbon was subdivided so that an angle

broadening by the multiple Coulomb scattering in each layer was roughly

equal and always less than 1.4°. The total thickness of the carbon scatterer

was so chosen that the kinetic energy of the proton after passing through the

carbon was greater than 95 MeV. Below the energy of 95 MeV, no reliable data

on analyzing power existed.

Effective areas of the chambers were 70 x 80 cm* for WSC5 ^ 10, 62 x 126

cm2 for WSC11 ^ 13 and 70 * 150 cmz for WSC14 and 15. The protons were

scattered by the carbon plates, then the incident and the scattered

trajectories were reconstructed using the informations of WSC5 *v> 15. The

scattering point and angle were calculated with the trajectories. Fig. 3

shows a distribution of the interaction point in the carbon scatterer. The

scattering point was reconstructed with an accuracy of 1.5 cm. The angular

resolution was A8 = 1.5° and A4> = 4.5° (o>. A distribution of the scattering

angle (polar angle: 6) is given in fig- 4. At small angle, multiple Coulomb

scattering is dominant. In order to separate between the nuclear interaction
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and the multiple Coulomb scattering, the cut was set at 9 *= 6°.

The energy at the scattering point was measured by a range counter

telescope. The range counter consisted of six sets of scintillation counter.

The energy resolution of the range counter was about 10 MeV (a). The

measurement of energy loss in the carbon plates serves to discriminate

against events with inelasticities above 30 MeV. Analyzing power of proton

carbon scattering was calculated using the experimental data for inelasticities

up to 30 MeV including elastic scattering.

2.5. Polarimeter using liquid hydrogen as scatterer

The polarimeter system using the hydrogen was set also behind the spectro-

meter exchanging the carbon polarimeter system. It consisted of a liquid

hydrogen scatterer of 14.5 Jl with a cryogenerator and eleven layers of wire

spark chambers (WSC) and eight scintillation counters which surrounded the

hydrogen scatterer. In order to identify an elastic event from an inelastic

one, it Is necessary to detect both the forward-scattered proton and the

backward-scattered proton by the WSC's and the counters. As shown in fig.

l(b)» three WSC's were set at both side of the scatterer and also five WSC's

are set at the back side. Effective area of the side WSC's was 70 * 80 cm2.

The back WSC's consisted of three WSC's with 62 * 126 cm2 effective area and

two WSC's with 70 * 150 cm2.

As shown in fig. 5, the liquid hydrogen scatterer consisted of a

container for liquid hydrogen, a vacuum chamber surrounding the container and

a Philips 105 cryogenic transfer system. The container was a cylindrical

vessel of 15 cm in diameter and 82 cm in length, and was made of an aluminium

alloy (Al 5052) of 0.05 cm in thickness. Effective length of the container vac

restricted to 62 cm in the down stream. Because the recoil proton, which

scattered in the effective volume, could reach the side counter to pass
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the thin part of the container and the vacuum chamber. The vacuum chamber

was made of the aluminium alloy of 0.2 cm in thickness.

The elastic proton-proton scattering in the liquid hydrogen scatterer

was identified with measuring the angular correlation and the coplanarity

of the two scattered protons. A distribution of the angular correlation of

the two protons is shown in fig. 6(a). Differences (A9) of the polar angle

between observed and calculated values are plotted. Fig. 6(b) shows a

typical distribution of the differences (A$) of the azimuthal angle. These

plots in both angular correlation and coplanarity exhibit elastic peaks with

the resolution of 1.6° for polar angle and 2.0° (o) for azimuthal angle.

Elastic events were selected by applying cuts on A0 of ±5° and A<Ji of +7° taking

into account of the broadening of the distribution due to multiple Coulomb

scattering and the resolution of the WSC's. Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) show

distributions for the scattering point in the scatterer for the radial

direction and for the incident direction, respectively. In the figs. 7(a)

and 7(b), shaded areas indicate elastic scattering only selected by the cuts

on A9 of ±5° and Ad> of ±7°. The figs, show that the events scattering in the

aluminium wall of the container or the vacuum chamber are excluded with only

using the above mentioned elastic events.

2.6. Electronics and data aquisition system

A trigger signal for the proton spectrometer was made by the coincidence

of the counters Tl ^ T4. For the gamma-ray counter, a ttigger signal was made

by the (V-C + A*C), then the master was generated by a coincidence between

the proton and the gamma signals. Information from many devices in the gamma-

ray counter and the proton spectrometer was all set up in CAMAC modules.

Those data were transferred to a mini-computer TOSBAC-40C (T-40) through A-type



crate controllers and a branch driver. The T-40 vas connected on-line to the

INS central computer TOSBAC 3400/M51 (T-3400). Data were transferred to the

T-3400 and handled in real time; (i) accumulation of various histograms of

dE/dx, TOF, hodoscopes, chambers etc., (ii) detection efficiencies of the

chambers (iii) reconstruction of particle trajectories, (iv) calculation of

the incident photon energy and the momentum of the recoil proton, (v) scatter-

ing angle and interaction point in proton-carbon scattering, or in proton-

proton scattering, (vi) polarization with simple calculations. The analyzed

informations were sent back to the T-40 during the experiment. Firing positions

of the MWPC's and the WSC's were displayed event by event on a CRT display

in T-40.

2.7. Calibration of the polarimeters

In order to check an artificial asymmetry in the polarimeter system,

negative pions were injected to the polarimeters instead of the protons. The

data were analyzed by the criteria mentioned in section 3. The left-right

asymmetries (NL - NR)/(NL + NR) resulted to -0.018 i 0.029 for the carbon

polarimeter and 0.06 ± 0.07 for the hydrogen polarimeter, respectively, which

were consistent with zero. NL and NR are the number of the pions scattered to

the left and the right by the scatterer, respectively.

3. Data analysis and results

3.1. Data analysis for the carbon polarimeter

About 1 % of the total events were survived under various selection

conditions to serve the determination of the polarization. In the following,

processes of the data reduction are described;
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(1) Only those events that reached the range counter were analyzed.

(2) Reconstructed trajectories were Imposed a condition that they were

generated within the size of the primary target, passed the scintillation

counters and the aperture of the magnet.

(3) If the scattered point in the proton-carbon scattering was far from the

positions of the carbon plates (115 C m ) , the event was rejected. The distrib-

ution of the scattered point is shown in fig. 4.

(4) The scattered trajectory in the proton-carbon scattering was rotated by

180° around the axis of the incident proton trajectory at the scattered point.

If this rotated trajectory did not pass the range counter, the event was

abandoned. Thereafter, this condition is said by the mirror reflection

condition.

(5) The energy loss (AE) in the proton-carbon scattering is shown in fig. 8.

The cut for the energy loss was -20 < AE < 30 MeV.

(6) A distribution of the polar angle in the proton-carbon scattering is

shown in fig. 3. A cut-off angle was imposed in order to remove the effect

of multiple Coulomb scattering where 6" was applied as a cut-off angle. Fig.

9 shows the cut-off angle dependence of the polarization determined using the

maximum likelihood method. As the cut-off angle increases, the contamination

of the multiple Cculomb scattering decreases and the value of the polarization

saturates for the angle above 6°.

3.2. Data analysis for the hydrogen polarimeter

About 0.5 % of the events that passed secondary hydrogen target within

the diameter of 15 cm, survived various conditions and served for the

determination of the polarization. The way of the data reduction are

followings;
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(1) Only those events whose scattered protons fired both the back and the

side counters were used.

(2) Same conditions for the reconstructed trajectories in the carbon polari-

meter were adopted.

(3) The events scattered with polar angle of 36° > 8 > 8° and with azimuthal

angle of |cos4> | > 0.5 vere selected.

(4) The mirror reflection was applied to the forward- and backward-scattered

trajectories. If this reflected trajectories did not pass in the aperture of

the back or the side counters, the event was abandoned.

(5) The backward-scattered proton with the kinetic energy below 55 MeV did

not reach the side counters. And then these events were abandoned. The

energy of the backward-scattered proton was calculated by the incident and the

forward-scattered protons under an assumption that the reaction was a proton-

proton elastic scattering.

(6) Polar and azimuthal angles of the backward-scattered proton were calcu-

lated by the incident and the forward-scattered trajectories. Distributions of

the differences in the polar and the azimuthal angles between the observed and

the calculated ones are shown in figs. 6(a) and 6(b). In order to obtain

elastic events, the differences of the polar and the azimuthal angles were

selected to be within ±5° and ±7°, respectively.

3.3. Determination of the polarization

The polarization is defined, according to the Basel convention, as

positive when the protons have their spins in the direction as;

where k and q are the incident photon and the emitted pion momentum vector,
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respectively. The differential cross section of the proton-carbon and the

proton-proton scattering is given as;

~ (0» <f>, T, AE, P) = ^~ (9, T, AE, P = 0){l + A(6, T, AE)Pcos*

where A(0, T, AE) is the analyzing power and P is the polari£ation of the

incident proton. Parameters 0, <p, T and AE are the polar anglp, azimuthal

angle, incident kinetic energy of the proton, excitation energy of the carbon

nuclei, respectively. In the case of the proton-proton scattering* AE is 0.

The analyzing power of the proton-carbon scattering and the proton-proton

scattering were compiled by Peterson (7) and Bluem et al. (8), respectively.

The polarization is determined by searching for the maximum of a likelihood

function as;

L(P) = n(l + A(6i, T ^ AE1)Pcos*i) ,

where the subscript i spans over all the events. The value

(1 + A(8 , T., AE )Pcos<Ji ) represents a probability that the event (i) occurs

with polarization P, kinetic energy T., excitation energy of the carbon

nuclei AE,, polar angle 0. and azirauthal angle <j> . The polarization was

corrected by the reconstruction efficiency of the WSC's which was given by

the use of the information of the counters. The statistical error of the

polarization (o) was evaluated as the deviation at which the value of the like-

lihood function decreases to L x (e)

max

3.4. Experimental results

The proton polarization were measured for various settings of the

spectrometer and in different maximum photon energies. In order to reduce the
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biases due Co the different settings and contamination from YP + "°»°p process,

the consistency below the data obtained in the different settings was examined.

As shown in figs. 10, good agreements are obtained among the data in the over-

lapping region.

Finally, the data are summed up in the overlapping point and the final

results are listed in table l(a) for the carbon polarimeter and in table l(b)

for the hydrogen polarimeter. The errors are statistical only. They are

illustrated as a function of incident photon energies in figs. 11.

3.5. Uncertainties of the polarization

There are several sources which may cause uncertainties of the polarization

as follows;

(1) Geometrical biases and the inhomogeneous reconstruction efficiency of the

WSC's were checked by the calibration run. The error due to these effects to

the polarization was estimated to be less than ±0,03 for the carbon polarimeter

and less than i0.07 for the hydrogen polarimeter.

(2) Uncertainties caused by other processes such as YP "*" YPi YP "*" *r°ff°p and

YP -*• rip were evaluated less than ±0.05 for both the carbon and the hydrogen

polarimeters. They were calculated from the ratio of the cross sections

between YP ** ̂ P flnd those reactions, taking into account of acceptances of

the polarimeters and the gamma-ray counter.

(3) An effect caused by other materials than hydrogen in the primary target

was less than ±0.01 for both the two polarimeter systems. It was measured with

the ratio of the yield by the empty to the full primary target run.

(A) Uncertainty caused by other materials than hydrogen In the secondary

target was less than 10.03 for the hydrogen polarimeter run. It was also

checked by the yield ratio of the empty to the full secondary target run.
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(5) Uncertainty caused by materials In the WSC's between the carbon plates

was less than ±0.01 for the carbon polarlmeter run. The scattering of proton

by the materials could not be separated from the proton-carbon scattering.

It was estimated by the density ratio of the carbon plates and the other

materials.

(6) Error due to the uncertainty of the analyzing power was estimated to be

less than ±0.05 for both the carbon and the hydrogen polarimeters.

(7) Uncertainty due to precession of the proton spin in the magnetic field

was less than ±0.001 because the normal direction of the production plane,

namely the direction of the polarization was almost parallel to the magnetic

field (±2° at maximum).

(8) Errors caused by the depolorization of the proton passing in the matter

were less than ±0.01 in the carbon polarlmeter and ±0.0001 in the hydrogen

polarimeter, which wpre given by the theory of Wolfenstein (9).

The total errors of the polarization except the statistical ones were

estimated within ±0.08 for the carbon polarimeter and within ±0.10 for the

hydrogen polarimeter.

4. Discussion

In the figs. 11, the predictions of the partial wave analyses made by

W. J. Metcalf and R. L. Walker (MW) (10), by R. G. Moorhouse, H. Oberlack and

A. H. Rosenfeld (MOR) (11) and by P. Feller et al. (NAGOYA) (2) are also shown

for a comparison. The energy excitation plots at 100° are in agreement with the

above analyses. It shows a large bump at 650 HeV and a small bump at 1050 MeV.

At 130°, data given by Bluem et al. (8, 13) are consistent with ours at 750,

1000 and 1050 HeV but at 900, 950 and H O P MeV are not. The data of Bluem
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et al. were obtained by averaging the photon energy within 100 MeV. Moreover

they detected only the recoil proton of yp •+ ir°p, then the correction of Che

polarization due to the contamination from yp ->• TT TT p probably amounted to

0.14 at most under an assumption that the recoil protonB from the process had

zero polarization. For detecting only protons, corrections due to the Mylar

window of the primary target also amounted to 0.10 at most. Our data show

a large bump at 650 MeV, a dip at 850 MeV and a bump at 1100 MeV. Below 850

MeV the data favour MW's analysis and NAGOYA's analysis. Above 900 MeV

they favour MOR's analysis and above 1000 MeV the data are consistent with

NAGOYA's analysis. A new analysis is necessary to reproduce our data from

low to higher energy.

Previously P. Feller et al. (2) compared the target asymmetry T(8) data

around 100° with P(8) data around 90° in the low energy region for yp •+ ir°p

process. As shown in fig. 12(a), available T(8) data at 100° (2, 3) coincide

with the present P(8) data fairly well. At 130° as shown in fig. 12(b), T(8)

data (4) are higher value than the present data, while they are similar in

shape. At large s and small t, from the expressions for the parity conserving

t-channel helicity amplitudes (14), it follows that the invariant amplitude

A, is dominated by t-channel exchanges with P (-1) * -1 (P = parity, J = spin,

C = charge-conjugation quantum number). Since in the yp -*• n°p process no such

exchange is known, the A amplitude is zero. Then the helicity amplitudes of

Walker (15) Hj equals H^, and the T(B) is equal to the P(6). But it must be

noted that P(6) - T(8) does not necessarily lead to A3 • 0. In this low

energy region the above condition (large s and small t) is not fulfilled. But

relaxing the condition, the good agreement in the comparison of T(8) and P(8)

is consistent with that the A3 amplitude is small in the range of |t| < 0.7

(GeV/C)2 (16), which is derived by the partial wave analyses (10, 11).
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I. S. Barker, A. Donnachle and J. K. Storrow, and R. Odorico (16) reported

that the finite energy sum rule (FESR) for the A 3 amplitude broken down.

In the FESR, the high energy t-channel exchange part must equal to the low

energy part which consists of a Born term and an integral of s-channel

resonances. The low energy part Bhould be zero because there is no t-channel

exchange. However, the low energy part derived by the results of the partial

wave analyses (10, 11) is not zero although it is small. It is important to

study about the A 3 amplitude in the low energy region for solving the

difficulty in the FESR.
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Table Captions

Table 1. Results for the carbon polarimeter (a) and for the hydrogen

polarimeter (b).
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Experimental layout of the carbon polarimeter system (a) and of the

hydrogen polarimeter system (b).

Fig. 2 Arrangement of the gamma-ray counter.

Fig. 3 Distribution of the polar angle 6 in the proton-carbon scattering.

The log number of events are plotted against 9^.

Fig. 4 Distribution of the scattering points in the -roton-carbon scattering.

Fig. 5 Schematic view of the liquid hydrogen container and the vacuum chamber

of the hydrogen polarimeter.

Fig. 6 Distributions of the differences in the polar (a) and the azimuthal

(b) angles between the observed and the calculated trajectories of

the backward-scattered protons.

Fig. 7 Scattering point distributions along the radial (a) and the incident

(b) directions of the hydrogen scatterer derived by the WSC's in the

hydrogen polarimeter. Shaded areas indicate only elastic scattering

selected by the cuts on 46 of +5° and &f> of ±7°.

Fig. 8 Distribution of the excitation energy of carbon AE when the maximum

energy of the photon beam was 600 MeV and 9 = 100°.

Fig. 9 Cut-off angle dependence of the polarization.

Fig. 10 Polarizations for the different settings of the maximum energy of the

photon beam at 9 ^ = 100° (a), at e c M = 130° (b) for the carbon

polarimeter and at B_, » 130° for the hydrogen polarimeter (c).

Fig. 11 Results of the polarization as a function of incident photon energies

at the C. M. angle of 100° (a) and of 130° (b).

Fig. 12 Comparison of the recoil polarization P(8) with the target asymmetry

T(9) for the process of YP "* "°P at the C. M. angle of 100° (a) and

at 130° (b).
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Table l(a)

Energy bin

450 + 25

500 + 25

550 + 25

600 ± 25

650 ± 25

700 i 25

750 i 25

800 + 25

850 ± 25

900 ± 25

950 ± 25

1000 ± 25

400 + 25

450 ± 25

500 ± 25

550 ± 25

600 ± 25

650 ± 25

700 + 25

750 ± 25

800 ± 25

850 ± 25

Average
photon
energy
(MeV)

451

500

549

600

650

699

750

799

849

898

950

999

400

449

497

550

599

654

700

758

803

850

Average C M .
angle
(degree)

105 ±

104 ±

103 ±

103 ±

102 i

103 ±

102 ±

102 ±

102 ±

101 +

103 ±

100 +

133 +

131 +

129 +

132 ±

130 ±

133 ±

129 ±

132 ±

130 +

131 ±

3

5

5

5

4

5

3

5

3

3

3

4

4

6

5

4

5

4

5

3

5

4

Polarization

+0.12 ± 0.19

-0.21 ± 0.10

-0.47 + 0.11

-0.64 + 0.08

-0.86 ± 0.08

-0.73 ± 0.07

-0.43 + 0.10

-0.34 + 0.09

-0.24 ± 0.10

-0.22 ± 0.14

-0.05 ± 0.11

-0.27 + 0.11

+0.11 ± 0.10

-0.04 + 0.07

-0.16 + 0.10

-0.37 + 0.10

-0.61 ± 0.09

-0.88 ± 0.08

-0.77 ± 0.07

-0.56 + 0.09

-0.40 ± 0.07

-0.28 ± 0.10

Number
of

events

1027

1775

838

1181

739

972

544

554

522

254

477

372

2284

2430

. 697

675

550

558

1134

807

931

593
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Table 1(b)

Energy bin Average Average CM.
(MeV) photon angle

energy (degree)
(MeV>

Polarization Number
of

events

925 ± 50

1025 + 50

1125 ± 50

750 ± 25

800 + 25

850 + 25

900 + 25

950 ± 25

1000 ± 25

1050 ± 25

1100 ± 25

1150 + 25

940

1023

1106

106 ± 2

103 + 2

101 ± 2

+0.

-0.

-0.

07

]8

09

+

±

+

0.

0.

0.

d8

20

34

108

176

59

751

800

849

900

950

1001

1048

1099

1142

134 ± 2

132 ± 2

131 ± 3

130 ± 2

130 i 4

132 ± 3

131 ± 3

131 i 2

130 ± 2

-0.30 ± 0.32

-0.26 i 0.24

-0.09 ± 0.13

-0.15 t 0.13

-0.09 t 0.10

-0.35 ± 0.10

-0.43 + 0.10

-0.44 ± 0.15

-0.42 + 0.19

92

138

419

338

578

492

418

185

104
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